Kamala Harris is an Anchor Baby and She is not Black

Conclusion #1: Kamala Harris is an anchor baby, born to a Caucasian Indian mother and a Jamaican father.

Conclusion #2: Kamala Harris is not African-American, she is Jamaican-Indian.

Conclusion #3: Kamala Harris is not eligible to be a United States Senator if she was an anchor baby and has not become a U. S. citizen.

Conclusion #4. Kamala Harris is not eligible to hold the position of President of the United States.

CITATION:

Unless proven with court documents – at the time of Kamala’s birth, her parents were not U.S. citizens. They were foreign students. At the time of her birth, her parents were not U.S. citizens. This makes her an anchor baby. She is not eligible to hold the office of president.

Where are her papers to prove CITIZENSHIP. And this time citizens are not going to let corrupt JOHN ROBERTS pull a fast one and claim that she is eligible for the presidency like he did with Indonesian Barry Soetoro. Demand that Kamala show documentary evidence of her citizenship and those of her parents.
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12 thoughts on “Kamala Harris is an Anchor Baby and She is not Black”

Roland Weissel says:
March 12, 2019 at 12:46 am Edit
Reblogged this on rittervonrost [https://rittervonrost.wordpress.com/2019/03/12/kamala-harris-is-an-anchor-baby-and-she-is-not-black/].

Reply —
Ofty Cat says:
March 13, 2019 at 3:01 pm Edit
I expect that her upbringing In Socialist Canada, has helped form her twisted political views. She is an opportunist and nothing more. I see her as the same type of w.h.o.r.e as Hillary Clinton. Will support anything for a vote … zero principals, zero class.

Reply —
Lynne Morrison says:
March 12, 2019 at 1:21 am Edit
After a bit of looking it appears as a person “born” in the United States she is a natural born citizen so she is eligible to be President. She is an anchor baby and that just seems wrong.

Reply —
Our Spirit says:
March 13, 2019 at 12:13 pm Edit
We disagree with you. She is not natural born if her parents were not US citizens at the time of her birth. You are falling into the false narrative of the rights of DACA babies. They are not eligible to be president.

Reply —
Teresa says:
March 12, 2019 at 2:46 am Edit
I’m sick and tired of illegals trying to take over our constitutional USA.

Reply —
Our Spirit says:
March 13, 2019 at 1:44 pm Edit
It’s time to stand your ground. https://truthbits.blog/2019/03/12/its-time-for-a-spring-uprising/ (https://truthbits.blog/2019/03/12/its-time-for-a-spring-uprising/)

Reply —

ppanther says:
March 12, 2019 at 3:41 am Edit
YES, BEING BORN IN THE USA DOES NOT GUARANTEE ANYTHING! CITIZENSHIP COMES FROM THE FATHER TO THE CHILD, NO EXCEPTIONS!

Reply —

ppanther says:
March 12, 2019 at 3:42 am Edit
EVERYONE ON THE LEFT HAS TIES TO HILLARY! WHO DIDN’T KNOW THAT?

Reply —

Kalev Efrayim says:
March 12, 2019 at 5:12 pm Edit
Both parents MUST be U.S. citizens at the time of the child’s birth for the child to be eligible for office of POTUS at the proscribed age to be POTUS. Obviously this “woman” isn’t eligible to be POTUS nor a U.S. Senator. She MUST resign from the Senate.

Reply —

PETER PASTOR says:
March 13, 2019 at 1:10 pm Edit
Site law and legal opinion or the legal business will use the lowest jurisdiction to negate your claim and this will become moot. On the happy side she is not strong enough to stand for the presidency.

Reply —

Our Spirit says:
March 13, 2019 at 1:54 pm Edit
We disagree. This time patriots are WOKE and not going to let SCOTUS scumbag John Roberts approve this ineligible candidate for president like he did with Barry Soetoro.

Ofay Cat says:
March 13, 2019 at 3:03 pm Edit
I expect that her upbringing In Socialist Canada, has helped form her twisted political views. She is an opportunist and nothing more. I see her as the same type of Political -w.h.o.r.e- as Hillary Clinton. Will support anything for a vote … zero principals, zero class.

Reply —
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